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 ning of the preliminary section, is lighted whenever the block AC
is occupied. A westbound train entering the preliminary CD
causes signal (2) to indicate red but does not affect (3) until it
reaches C. Thus, if a westbound train passes I) at the same
instant an eastbound train passes A, the eastbound train"will not
receive a danger indication but the westbound train will be
stopped at C. In order to facilitate switching operations a
special device controlled by the track circuits and known as a
switch indicator is used. This indicator is placed at each
switch and shows whether or not the block is clear. If desired,
three-position semaphore signals may be used in place of the
lights.
Another type of signal, Fig. 93, manufactured by the Union
Switch & Signal Company, which is being installed on a large
number of electric railways, makes use of "intermediate signals"
instead of preliminary track sections to guard against opposing
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fig. 93.—Single-track signals with intermediate signals.
trains entering a block at the same instant. It also permits
following movements.
This system is indicated as using semaphore signals, although
light signals may be used if desired. Only one track circuit per
block is used and it is fed from the center. Two track relays, one
at each end of the block, are used- A car entering at A causes
danger indications to be shown at signals (2), (3), and (5). If
both cars entered the block at the same instant they would not
get danger indications at the home signals (2) and (5), but would
be blocked at (3) and (4) which are staggered enough to permit
both trains to corne to a stop without colliding with each other.
The permissive following indications are secured in the
following manner: A car entering the block at A does not cause
signal (4) to indicate until it is near the center of the block. The
electrical connections are such that after signal (4) has operated
by an eastbound train signal (2) will change from the danger to
the permissive indication, thus allowing a second train to enter
the block under control.

